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BOOK REVIEW

I

THB TRUB VISIBLB CHURCH. By C. P. deuce in the force of 11""'6 Smt,111r• to COD•
W. Walther, tram. J. T. Mueller. St. Louis: vince and prove. A reader will pin an
Conc:ordia Publishing House, 1961. 137 iocreued appreciation of what the church
is, what its marks are, and what trUe Lupases. Ooth. $3.00.
The year 1961, which marked the sesqui- theranism is when he reads this old classic.
centennial of Walther's birth, revived much This reviewer warmly urges the readen of
interest in Walther u a theolosian who also CoNCX>JlDIA THBOLOGICAL MONnlLY to
bu much to uy to us today. Among the get reacquainted with Walther. They will be
R.OBBllT D. PREUS
notable
most coauibutiom
of Walther to rewarded.
bis own synod and to the Lutheran Church
on this continent
writings
were bis
on the THB CROSS OP CHRIST. By William A.
Buege.
Louis: Concordia Publishing
of church and ministry. Ia stating
what theSt.
church
House, 1962. 122 pages. Paper. $1.50,
is and how it
once apia
can function in a country where church and
For every strength
preaching
in
there is
state are separated Walmer
hishelped
and a correspoadias pitfall: Biblical but irreleother synods to orpnize
out their vant; fresh and imaginative but devoid of
work on a sound and ScriptWal basis. Wal- Gospel; brilliant diqaosis but little soluther wrote three boob on the subject of tion; dopatically
pedestrian
ministry:
sound but
in
and
Th• Voie• of 011r style. The combinatioos
almost are
endless.
Clnm:h on 1h. Q••mon of Ch#reh ntl On rare occasions, however, God raises up
MMinrJ (1852); Th• Corna Pon,, of " a preacher of great stature-one who does
Loul Conznz•ion lfllUf,NMI of IN St•• not depend on gimmicks or the creation of
(1863); and Th• Bt1,,,.z.uul z..,h.,,,. moods. People come to hear and return to
Clnwd,, lh• T,w Vml,I. C/n,,eh of GOil worship. His words have the ring of autheaUt,on &rlh (1866). Mueller offen us an ticity and integrity. One of the surest rests
ezcellent translation of the last of these of greamess is honesty and uuth. This. volworb and will lhortly bring out the other ume of sermons puses the rest. Buese has
two volumes in traaslatioa.
been a putor who bu continued toseegrow
In the present volume we
Walther u
theologically while in the chaplaincy and
the "citation theolo,gian" he wu proud to be. parish ministry. He has also served the
The book consists of theses supported by people. Prom this double background these
Scripture proofs witness
and the
of the sermons were fashioned. So many putors
Lutheran Confessions and the great theo- approach the Lenten cycle with fatigue and
logiam of the Lutheran Church. Walther's a falling heart.
words
How
speakto
the
choice of quotations illustrates his vut
Permit
qain?
this man to speak his sermons
reading and acquaintance with all the older to you. When you have listened to his series
Lutherans and serves u a fine introduction on "The Cross of Christ," 'The Seven Lat
to these peat theolo&iam of rbe put. His "Christ's
Words," Resurrection,"
and
yoa
proof .reveals his childlike con&- will be filled with the ursency to bear wit:564
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Dess to others. Few Lutheran preachers
generation
are
proclaiming the Gospel to this
with
such clarity and conviction.

DAvm

s. ScHULLBR.

365

breathe through the pases. Other preachers
will be stimulated by the authors' fresh use
of extended illustrations. These men acorn
the use of stoek illustrations or the deft
use of current happeninp to show God's
ways with men. Most puu,rs will appreciate the inclusion of some of the "briefings" which were used prior to the service
to interpret the main theme of the day;
these are far more refined and imaginative
than those delivered by mosc of us.

IN TIMB ••• FOR BTBRNITY: A SBRIBS
OP SBRMONS ON THB BISBNACH
BPISTLB LBSSONS. By George W.
Hoyer and Justus P. Kretzmann. St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1963. xii
and 353 pages. Ooth. $5.95.
In their prefaceauthors
the
remind
us
DAVID S. ScHULLBR
that "sermons are made to be heard." Every
preacher knows the disappointment of seeing CHYTRABUS ON SACRIPICB: A RBPORMATION
IN BIBUCAL
a sermon in cold type, lamenting its inability TRBATISB
THEOLOGY. By John Warwick Montto
that moment in worship when it
vey
gomery. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
spoken.
was
A large number of men conHouse, 1962. 151 pases. Paper. $2.75.
tent themselves, it seems, with printing serMontgomery
deserves to be thanked for
mons which are more literary than oral produaions. This aeries of 68 sermons is an introducing Lutherans to a great Lutheran
Each sermon was preached in a theologian who has been all but forgotten
exception.
large suburban Lutheran church. The fact during the lase centuries. David Chytraeus
that these sermons were taken from tran- studied under both Luther and Melanchthon,
scriptions is immediately recognized, for spent most of his activity u a profaaor at
R01tock, took an active part in the tbeologiaJ
they convey a spoken quality.
In view of the large amount of mediocre discussions of his day, and wu one of the
material currently being printed u "bomi- authors of the Formula of Concord. He wu
letiaJ and devotional aids," one ub candidly a prolific writer, one of the finest ezegeta
whether these sermons should have been of his day, an escellent organizer and adprintm. The answer is: "Definitely!" There ministrator, and an orthodox, evangclical,
are • couple of pedestrian sermons in the scholarly, and pious man. Although his
lot-a few where the point
is
not dear merits were recognized in his dar, ChyttaeUI
has not through the centuria enjoyed such
The overwhelmingouts1anding
terial rambles.
eumples popularity u a Cbemnicz or a Gerhard or
majority, however, are
of pariah preaching at its finest. The major a Quenstmt, perhaps. u Montgomery sugmark of this aeries is that this is Lutheran gests, because he never wrote a doamada.
In the present volume Monraomer, has
t,,,risb preaching. The sermons are not aduamlated
for the fi.nc time ChyttaeUI' treatise
dressed to the society at large; they are not
uniquely enngcliatic; they are not ezegctiaJ 0• S•mfiu. The work is not to be read u
lectures. They adhere to the discipline of an interatins but archaic curiosity; it repericopic pn,cbing The pmchen olniously mains also today a useful and edifrins treat•
10Ye the cycles of the chwch year and desire ment on a subject of fund•memal im~their wonhipera to live their lives within unce. Ch,meus comidas the following
their fnme. The sermons are moogly
hearer's aaa- subjecta: the idea of aacrmce, Old Testamemal. The
baptism and his recep- ment aacrifice (a rather long aeaion), the
tion of Holy Communion are realities that priesthood and secri6ce of Oriat, the priac-
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hood of all believen, Christian thankoffcriap, and the sacrifice of the Mass. The
praenllltion contains a minimum of scholastic jarSon and a maximum of Biblical
data and information concerning du: subject,
and it represents one of the finest concept
studies of the 16th century.

superb insuumental music, insist that ]. S.
Bach is the greater from the 11andpoint of
quantity and diversity. What is more, one
bean so much music by J. S. Bach and so
much less by Heinrich Schiltz that our ears
are better attuned to the music of the former.
As a result the music of J. S. Bach enjoys
an
almost universal popularity which HeinMontSomery provides more than a mere
rich
Schiltz does not enjoy; hence Bach overtranslation. He submits a splendid introduaion to the life and work of Chycraeus. shadows his predecessor, who helped to pave
His footnotes are, if anything, too much of the way for him a hundred ycan before
a SoOd thing: every possible question which Leipzi,g's most famous cantor appeared on
the reader might ask as he reads Chyuaeus' the scene. Nevertheless, both reflea a prowork is answered by the translator in copious found musical spirit, both are expen craftsfootnotes. The excellent editins throughout men, and both expound the Word of God
is a real credit to Concordia Publishins clearly and excellently. The question of
musical style recedes into the background
House.
u one gives greater prominence to the Word
We warmly recommend this volume as of God. Both Schiltz and Bach were content
a valuable conuibution on an important to write music which brought the message
doarine and as a useful inuoduaion to a of salvation to people, and both put their
areat Lutheran theologian.
full measure of talent at the disposal of the
ROBllllT D. PREUS
Word of God. That in some rcspectS one
HBINRICH SCHVTZ: HIS UPB AND advanced farther than the other is nor for
WORK. By Hans Joachim Moser; crans. lack of talent and innate ability but rather
from the second German edition by Carl because of time and circumstance.
F. Pfatteicher. St. Louis: Concordia PubHans Joachim Moser lives in Berlin, in
lishing House, 1959. nvi and 740 pases, the area known as Charlottenburg, and
plus xvi plates. Cloth. $15.00.
teaches at the Abdemie fiir Kirchen- und
Concordia Publishing House herewith Schulmusik. While the or.i&inal German edimakes available the Enslish translation of tion of this book is only one of many books
a famous book on one of the areat com- he has written, it is perhaps the one which
posers of Christendom which may well be has contributed more to his fame as a musiplaced at the side of the areat works on cologist and writer than any other. In his
J. S. Bach written by Philipp Spitta and volume on Schiltz he leaves no stone unAlbert Schweitzer. The composer whose life turned, and while other noteworthy books
and work are discussed in areat detail in on Schiltz have been written since his book
the present volume is today regarded u first appeared and have even correaed misBach's foremost predecessor amons the Lu- takes he made, Moser's Schiltz biography is
its in
field. We today
theran composers of Germany. One cannot still the most famous
aid regardiq Lupit Heimich Schiitz apinst J. S. Bach if only know that
because the two followed different trends. theran orthodoxy and its proponents is
before and after him,
wrong; like others
One lived at the very beginnins of the
German baroque era, the other at its very he gravely misjudged Lutheran orthodoxy
end. One may compare the two and, in and its theologians. We must overlook this
view of the fact that he wrote also much in Moser's work on Schiitz, just as one must
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overlook mistakes made by Spina in his work
on J. S. Bach. The works of both arc of
enduring worth and monumental. They are
in fact more monumental than Albert
Schweitzer's book on Bach.
Moser·s lansuage tends to be stuffy and
pompous in the original; at times he is also
ambiguous. These defeas are absent from
the English translation prepared by Carl
Pfatteicher, who died in 19:57, two years
before its publication. Ninety years have
elapsed since Spitta made available his great
work on J. S. Bach. Its English translation
may be found in all reputable libraries in
Eaglish-speaking countries. We are reasonably cenain that Pfatteicher•s English tmnslation of Moser's book on Schiltz will be
called for a hundred years from now, especially since the fame of Heinrich Schiltz is
growing and will continue to grow for years
to come.
WALTER E. BUSZIN

TH'S RBUGIOUS PACIOR: A SOCIOLOGIST'S INQUIRY. By Gerhard Lenski.
New York: Doubleday and Co., 1961;
381 pages; cloth; $S.9S. Revised edition,
1963; paper; 414 pases; $1.4S.
A half century ago Max Weber propounded the thesis that each major religion
fashions a unique outlook upon the world
which strons).y influences the development
of its surrounding culture. During the last
quarter-century, sociologists have rended to
regard religion as a less vim differentiating
factor in American life than social class one's education, race, occupation, and income.
Lenski's volume explodes upon the scene
to challenge many of our society's conscious
and unconscious impressions concerning the
role and influence of religion. The mOSt
startling conclusion he draws is that religion is a factor comparable to social class
in its influence on
individuals
and ultimately
on the broader society. Lenski divides his
sample into four caregories: Jews, white
Roman Catholics, white "Protestants," and

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol34/iss1/38

Negro "Protestants." Contrary to many earlier predictions, he finds that "traditional
religious groups continue to be viable and
vigorous organizations" (p. SO). He examines both the associational and communal
aspeas of organized religion. He then extends his study to test the influence of
religion on economics, politics, family life,
and education. One chapter is devoted to
a study of the clergy representing the respective groupings. This reviewer finds that to
quote individual findings out of context is
to perform a disservice to the author. Suffice
it to say, however, that he finds striking differences in each of the major categories
examined which vary in the four religious
groupings. Lenski's study is based on the
Detroit Area Study for 19:57-SS, for which
he served as "principal investigator." This
long-term research project is conducted by
the sociology department of the University
of Michigan, where Lenski is an associate
professor.
In the paperback edition Lenski has "endeavored to revise a number of specific areas
in an attempt to clarify [his] point of view."
He has also added a number of footDOte
references to relevant studies that have appeared since publication of the original edition. In his preface to the revised edition
he takes issue with those unnamed critics
who criticize him for failing to take account
of differences in the various Roman Catholic
ethnic groups, for failing to take account of
denominational differences within the "Protestant" group, and for failing to say much
about the influence of religion on everyday life.
DAVIDS. SCHuLLBR

11.RCHABOLOGY II.ND THB NBIV TBST AMBNT. By Merrill P. Unger. Grand
Rapids,

Mich.:

Z.Ondervan

Publishing

House, 1962. 3:50 Cloth.
pases. $4.9S.
Unger's book is limited to the period between the restaments and the New Testament
period. It is an eminently usable tool. The
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author secs for himself a frankly apologetic
purpose, that of defending a coaservative
view of the New Teswneat through archaeolosical evidence. Ia spite of this approach
there are ao sJarias enmples of the misuse
of archaeolo11. Unser handles the Dead
Sea scrolls and their possible relationship to
the ministry of John the Baptist and Jesus
fairly. He coacludes that the Fourth Gospel
should aow be dated reliably prior to
A. D. 90 and that therefore the Johannine
authorship can be maintained. He also concludes that the Dead Sea scrolls make it
very evident that 2 Peter was written before
A. D. 70 to show that the Messiah and the
Kins fisures of the Qumraa theolo11 were
really combined in the person of Jesus of
Nazareth.
Unser prefers line drawings of coins and
other remains to pbotopphs, and in some
cases these are more helpful. Four- and fiveline seatenceS are not unusual in the book.
Typopphical errors are disturbins, especially ia the bibliosrapby.

tional date. The historical introductions are
brief but balanced. This work rates A-1
from cover to cover.
HBRBBllT

T.

MAYBll

ANTSIRAB:E: A RBCORD OF THB SBCOND ALL-AFRICA LUTHBRAN CONFBRBNCB. Edit. Department of World
Missions, Lutheran World Federation.
Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1961.
iv and 188 pages. Paper. $3.00.
Lutherans gratefully recall that the first
All-Africa Conference conducted by any
church group was assembled at Maransu
under the auspices of the Lutheran World
Federation in 1955. This in turn inspired
the first All-Africa Church Conference in
the wake of the Ghana meeting of the
International Missionary Council at Ibadan,
Niseria, in January 1958. At the request
of Marangu a second All-Africa Conference
for Lutherans met in September 1960, this
time at Antsirabe, Madagascar.
Those who could not attend this meeting
- and it is to be regretted that some were
HBRBBllT T. MAYBll
not able to accept the invitation to come THB BIBLB AND ARCHABOLOGY. By will find this record prepared by Arne Sovik
J. A. Thompson. Grand Rapids, Mich.: and bis able staff of the Department of
Wm. B. Eerdmam Publilbias Company, World Missions of the Lutheran World Fed1962. niv and 468 pases. Ooth. $5.95. eration a very acceptable second-best.
This combination of three earlier works by
Politics is a fever and a fire in Africa
Thompson, Art:bMolo61 lfflll lh• Oltl T•sl•• today, and willy-nilly it reached into nearly
,..,,, (1957), Art:huolon lfflll IN Pr.. every discussion. Europeans are suspect.
CbrinitnJ CMlllr#s (1958), and Art:IH,nlo61 Wisely, therefore, the planners drew in an
.,,~ 1h• Nn, T•Sltltnffll (1960), is a real Asian, Daisuke Kitapwa,
prepare
to
the
paper on 'The Christian and
are
,em. The printiq and illustrations backsround
superb; the price is surprisiasly reasonable. Politia." Complementins Kimpwa's etsay,
The biblioppby is divided by chapters; it is Christian Baeta, the last chairman of the
up to date and quite complete. As a seneraI International Missionary Council, presents
rule Thompson sticks to bis archaeolopt's an evaluation of the missionary conuibutioa
which is well balanced between defense and
last and overcomes the rush
temptation to
mell into theolosical problems
of an criticism.
isaaosical nature. Thus, for enmple, while
Those who sometimes assume that any
he refuses to commit himself on the datins meetias of various kinds of Lutherans is
of Daniel, be believes that archaeolosical Soins to deemphasize doctrine are deftated
evidence does not rule out the earlier, tradi- by the .reaflirmation of the Book of Concord
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u the bat doctrinal foundation for rhe Lu-

the words of institution. At this point Lutheran Church. Another resolution calls rhe ther's answer ro the question ''Whar is the
attention of participants in negotiarions for Sacrament of the Altar?" could be quoted iD
wider church union "to the necessity of con- order ro point up more dearly the difference
sidering and formulating whar rhe Lurheran between the Lutheran and the Reformed defiChurches of Africa deem ro be an essential nition of this sacrament. Luther says: "Instidoctrinal basis for church union." (P. 78)
tuted by Christ Himself, it is the uue body
Actually the conference ranged across rhe and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, under
whole pmur of environmenr, faith, church, the bread and wine, given to us Christians to
and to drink." If this is what the author
specialized tasks and funaions, and country- eat
to say on pase 12, he is correcr.
intended
by-country reports. No doubr, as Sovik implies, its reach ar rimes exceeded its srasp.
LEWIS W. SPJ'IZ
Bur the record contains rich nuggets for rhe
discerniq. Those who
learn
desire to
more THB GOSPBLS RBCONSIDBRBD: I.I SBLECTION OP PAPERS RBI.ID I.IT THB
of Africa and its Lutheran churches will
lNTBRNI.ITlONAL CONGRESS ON
grarefully receive an invitation ro rhe Third
THB POUR GOSPBLS IN 19,1, New
All-Africa Conference, which Haile Selassie I
York: The Humanities Press, 1961. 222
has invited to meet in Ethiopia in 1965.
pages. Clorh. $5.50.
WILLfAM

J. DANKER

Suong reaction agaimr much German
scholarship on the Four Gospels, especially
of the Dibelius-Bultmann srripe, finds expression in these papers read ar the InrerObviously a booklet of 62 pages cannot narional Congress on rhe Four Gospels held
say everything abour the Lord's Supper rhar ar Oxford in 1957. By far the largest procould or should be said, but it can impart portion of space is spent on the Fourth Gosa great deal of useful and interesting infor- pel (a term which James Montgomery,
mation, as this one does. Tappen's Lutheran according ro J. A. T. Robinson's essay iD
orientation appears in his reference to Lu- this volume on 'The New Look on the
ther's statement that the Lord's Supper is a Fourth Gospel," described as "a scholastic
of the ame order as a descripbrief summary of the Gospel. It appearsoralaffectation"
witness
"Just as
effecu
tion of Deuteronomy
Fifth as the
Book of
only
declares
something
he ays:
the
again
when
what
Pseudo-Moses). Ir is the consensus of these
not
but also
ir declares, so the action in the Sacra- essayists that Palestinian culture and probment not only symboli7.es something but lems relating especially to the communication of the Gospel among readen oriented
also effeas whar it symbolizes." (P. 61)
in
form the bacqmund
Jewish
thoushr
'The third major interpretation of the
against
which
the
Fourth
Gospel must be
Lord's Supper," the author says after describundentoOd.
The
historicity
of John's work
ing the sacrificial and memorial interpret&•
don, "has been in terms of what God does and the substantial correspondence of details
and gives rather
termsthan in
of what man in Jesus' life with the content of aposrolic
does either by way of offering a sacrifice preaching and literary presenradon are
in articles by
affirmed,
especially
or by way of celebrating a memorial."suongly
Here Robinson
doctrine
and
Hamid
A.
Riesenfeld.
he rejecu the
of transubstantiation
as well as the symbolical interpretation of
PUDBIUCIC W. DANICBll

THB LORD'S SUPPBR. By Theodore G.
Tappen. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press,
c. 1961. ix and 62 pages. Cloth. $1.00.
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A GRBBK GRAMMAR OP THB NBW
TBSTAMBNT AND OTHER BARLY
CHRISTIAN UTBRATURB. By F. Blass
and A. Debrunner, tram. and ed. Robcn
W. Funk. Chicaso: The University of
Chiaso Press, 1961. xxxviii and 325
pases. Coth. $10.00.
This grammar needs no commendation to
students of the Greek Bible. Both the recommendation of others and the actual use of
the work, especially of the German original, have convinced almost everyone that
Blw-Debrunner is the best grammar of the
Greek New Testament available. The work
has gone through 10 successive German editiom. H. St. John Thackeray translated the
first German edition into English; the second
and last English edition dates back
1905.
to
in New Testament studies since
Advances
then have made a new English Blass the
greatest desideratum in New Testament
studies since the publication of the BauerArndt-Gingrich Llxieon. A reviewer needs
only to ask whether the English version as
presented adequately reproduces the German
text.

In this case the answer is an emphatic yes.
Wherever I looked in a spot check of the
English text against the German original,
the translation was both precise and clear.
The decision to use the page size of BauerAmdt-Gingrich and to place two columns of
text on each page make for clarity and ease
of use. The pleasing Greek font of the Cambridge University Press and the careful composition and proofreading by the printers
make the book a physical delight to the

reader.
But even greater blessings are to be found.
In eJfect this English translation supersedes
even the 10th German edition. Funk had
at his disposal Debrunner's notes for a projected 11th edition, which he did Dot live
to see through the
press. Many
of these have
been incorporated inm the teXt. In addition
the translator added bibliographical refer-

ences to standard English works, such u
H. W. Smyth's Gr••lt Gr•mmttr and Goodwin-Gulick. References to Eduard Schwyzer's
massive Gri•ehiseh• Gr•mm•lilt, the model
diachronic Greek grammar, have replaced
those to Brugmann-Thumb, its worthwhile
but more modest predecessor. In addition
more frequent reference to the Greek of the
Septuagint helps to fill in the lack of a good
comprehensive treatment of the Greek of
the Old Testament. Finally, the indexes have
been completely revised and extended. No
indication is given as to the extent of the
additions.
"Yet one thing I have against thee."
\Vhile Funk has made notable contributions
to the work, it is still essentially the child
of Blass and Debrunner. It seems quite
cavalier therefore that the publisher has
dropped their names from the spine of the
binding. One also wishes that the price
might approach more closely to the approximate $4.00 cost of the original German.
In spite of these minimal strictures, every
srudent of the Greek Bible will want this
volume on his desk, next to his Greek concordance and Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich for constant ready reference. Having these three
and using them, that student will imbibe
deeply "the sincere milk of the Word and
grow thereby."
EDGAR KllBN'IZ
RBUGION: A PSYCHOLOGICAL INTBRPRBTATION. By Odo Strunk, Jr. New
York: Abingdon Press, c. 1962. 128
pages. Cloth. $2.50.
In this small volume Strunk suggests that
the new general interest in phenomenological
psychology would be useful to the srudy of
the psychology of religion, until now hidebound by the typical behavioristic approach.
Religious experiences are so complex, he
says, that new methods must be used, of
which the perccprual-phenomenological approach seems most pr:omising.
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A HISTORY OP ANTIOCH IN SYRIA. ships, such u those between Paul of Samosata
By Glanville Downey. Princeton: Prince- and the Antiochcan tradition, bctwccn Paul
ton University Press, 1961. xvii and 752 and Lucian, and between Lucian and Arius,
pases. Coth. $15.00.
seem too arbiuary.
statement
The ''There
appears
have been no real persecution
Antioch plays an important role in
early to
Acts
of the under Scptimius Severus" seems to assume
Christianity u far back a.s the
Apostles. Downey sets the important figures a type of persecution in the second century
from Antioch in the history of Christianity that is certainly more indicative of the third.
All of this docs not obviate the fact that
into their more general historical context.
It is not his primary purpose to do this, this book is a tremendous accomplishment.
although there is a chapter of 45 pases on Eighteen excursuses, translation of two oraChristianity in Antioch. For the reader pri- tions from Libanius, 21 plates, and 38 pages
marily interested in the history of Chris- of bibliography at the end of the book illustianity the book is on the whole a helpful trate this.
tool. Great figures of that church, Ignatius,
Certainly this type of study is helpful It
Theophilus the Apologist, and Chrysostom, portrays the great complexity below the
along with pagans who influenced
the unity
church
seeming
of imperial history even in
there like Julian the Apostate, Libanius the one city alone. To specialize in one single
rhetorician, and Ammianus Marcellinus the area of this empire, just like working with
historian, are treated adequately.
one book of the Bible or one church father
Downey's ma.ssive treatment of a history apart from the rest, can perhaps lead to disthat spans a thousand years, from the suc- tortion, but it will more likely give imights
cessors of Alc-xander the Great in Syria to not otherwise obtainable.
WALTER W. 0BTTING
the time of the Muslim conquest, combines
in excellent fashion the findings from archeoOP
CHURCH
THB
DYNAMICS
logical materials (such as coins, epigraphy,
GROWTH. By J. Waskom Pickett.
and remains of buildings) with the literature
1963. 124
Nashville: Abingdon Press,
$2.50.
from the period. Downey's work has grown
pages. Coth.
out of his many shorter studies on the subYears before Donald McGavran was
ject, his panicipation in archaeological cxwriting about the winning of people in their
cavatiom at Antioch, and over 30 years of
natural social groupings, Pickett was making
interest and study.
the pioneer appraisals of this kind of church
Any aiticism seems paltry compared with growrh in such early reports u Chrislill11
the accomplishment published here. Since Mt11s M.011emeRls ;,. l11tli11.
Downey's approach is chronological, he does
The lectures gathered in this highly readnot, especially in the earlier chapters, always able volume were McGavran'1
delivered at
indicate adequately the importance
of the
of Church Growth in Eugene, Oreg.
Institute
material he presents. Again, some
of his They
strife
reflect
a manbetween
ready to trust the Holy
conclusions concerning the Jew
Spirit u He leads His church to find new
and Gentile appear dubious, especially suucrurcs and patterns for carrying out its
the influence of this conflict on the Gentile basic Biblical assignments. Heartening is his
mission of the church in Antioch. On what rejection of the threadbare shibboleth that
deeds not aecds are needed. He insists that
buis can it be said that the Jewish "influence
Jerusalem
dcsttoycd"?
the Word, the uuth of God, must be
was
when
wu
broken
Some of his gmcralizations about relation- preached. It p.rovidcs the spiritual strength
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for the church's tasks. Encouraging in a day
when prophets of doom abound also in the
Christian world mission is his largehearted
optimism.
WILLIAM J. DANKER

HBcrOR SIMUL JUSTUS LBif.RNS THB
TRUTH if.BOUT HIMSBLP. By Paul E.
Schuessler. Obtainable from author: 1935
Sr. Clair Ave., Sr. Paul 5, Minn. 24 pases.
Paper. 25 cents.
The author is a parish pastor greatly concerned about gettins the Message across to
his people. As one device for this he has
been using his gifts as a cartoonist. His
work bas appeared in various religious
journals. In this little booklet Hector ( you

and I) "learns the truth about himself' in
the light of the Biblical teaching of justification by faith and sees himself as "both
sinner and yet justified." Here are both
Law and Gospel in 20 cartoons plus brief
explanations. Undignified? Well, didn't
Christ use a verbal cartoon when He depicted
a man with a big beam in his eye looking
for a fleck in his brother's eye? And may
nor cartoons be subsumed under the Pauline
instruction to the Christian teacher to "use
every method of teaching" ( 2 Tim. 4: 2) ?
This little booklet may well be used as an
aid in catechetical and other instruction on
the central teaching of the Gospel. Vi11111

Ht1elor!

VICTOR. BARTLING

COMPARATIVE SYMBOLICS BOOKNOTES
Orthodoxy, chicRy because of its parI. GBNBR.AL WORKS
Th• Gosp11l llflll 1h11 Ch•reh111: if Com- ticipation in the ecumenical movement,
#>fflson of Ct11holieism, Or1hodox1, 11ml Prol- comes off somewhat better. The section on
11111tnlism (D,u Bwng11li•m •ntlS,mbolili).
tli11 Kirehttn: "The Gospel and the Churches of the RefBin Lllhrb•eh tlw
By Wilhelm ormation" begins by contrasting Reformed
Niesel, tramlated from the second (1960) and Lutheran doctrine, natur11lly to the latGerman edition by David Lewis. Philadel- ter's disadvantage where Niescl sees a difphia: The Westminster Press, c. 1962. xvi ference. In the first three chapters - on
and 384 pages. Cloth. $6.95. The scholarly union with Christ, justification and sanctiGerman original is a standard Reformed fication, and faith and repentance - the Retextbook in comparative symbolics, and the formed position is stated first. In the next
title under which this excellent translation eight chapters-on Gospel and Law [!],
is being published in England, R•form11,l Holy Scripture, predestination ( which claims
Th11olog1, is well chosen. Niesel, a noted Luther for the Calvinist view and describes
Calvin scholar and the moderator of the the Formula of Concord as a declension from
Council of Reformed Churches of Germany, Luther's position), the church, the sacratakes his stand on the Barmen Theological ments in general; Baptism and the Lord's
Declaration of 1934 and evaluates the vari- Supper, Christology, and the sovereignty of
ous denominations which he discusses by God-Luther's and/or the Lutheran view
this statement. He deals first with the Roman comes first in each case. In this reviewer's
opinion this method of presentation is based
Catholic Church, because
Roman
"the
from us'' (p. upon an indefensible assumption of fundaChurch stands furthest away
23). His 102-page discussion of this body, mental agreement. The Anglican Comscrupulously correct and with all the quota- munion Niesel regards as a church of the
tions meticulously documented, is strongly Reformation; its sacramental doctrine be
aitical; be asserts, "All we can learn from sees as Reformed, its stress upon episcopacy
Rome is how not to be the Church" (p. regrettable. Briefer chapters are devoted to
Congregationalism, the Baptists, Methodism,
121).
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and the Society of Friends. The Uoitas Frat- bibliography is commendable; his approach
rum, the Mennonites, the denominations of is basically but not uncritically sympathetic.
American origin, and the sects receive no
Th, S10,, of lfmffiu's R,l;iio,,s. By
formal treatment. Appendices contain the Hartzell Spence. New York: Holt, Rinehart
Theses of 1933 and the Barmen and Winston, 1960. xii and 258
pages.
Declaration. The original bibliography of Cloth, $4.00; paper, $1.50. Between 1957
four pages ( naturally oriented toward the and 1960 I.oolt magazine published an
German scene for and within whichaward-winniog
Niesel
of fowteen articles on
series
wrote) has been supplemented by the trans- the past history and present status of u many
lator with a useful 13-page bibliography of denominations (Methodists, Baptists, Luworks in English (a few volumes of sowces therans, Presbyterians, Congregationalists,
are in other bnguages) ; unhappily the lat- Roman Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Episcoter is not wholly free of inaccwacies.
palians, Jews, Seventh-day Adventists, DisS,hor - Grub/a, ,s-B.111husias1,m:
eha/11n ergomeSdtn
11,11l religiose So111l
in
da, Geg111warl. By Kurt Hutten. 7th edition.
Stuttgart: Quell-Verlag der Evangelischen
Gesellschaft, 1961. 750 pages, plus 16 pages
of pbtes. Cloth. OM 27.80. The first edition of this invaluable work of reference
came out in 1950. The fifth edition of 1958
was the second complete reworking that the
text received; the sixth and present seventh
editions represent a limited revision ( only
15 pages exhibit changes in the 7th edition)
to bring the text matter up to date. The
stress is on information rather than on
critical evaluation. Many of the sects described are peculiar to Ewope; some others
are of American origin or have American
adherents - the Catholic Apostolic Chwch,
the Seventh-day Adventists, Jehovah's witnesses, the Dawn Bible Students Association,
Christian Science, Unity School of Christianity, the International New Thought Alliance, Baha'i, the Mazdaznan movement. the
New Chwch, the Church of God (Anderson, Ind.), Churches of Christ. a number of
Pentecostal and faith-healing groups, the
Chwch of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
the New Apostolic Church, and Father Divine's Peace Mission. All-at least u far
u their European upects are concernedreceive additional illumination through
Hutteo's careful inquiries. His mastery of
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ciples, Mormons, Christian Scientists, and
Quakers) by indefatigable jownalist Spence.
These essays have been collected - minus,
alas, the excellent pictures of the magazine
version-in a single volume. Popular, positive, critical almost entirely by sly inference
alone, intentionally impartial, and appreciative of distinctive differences and contributions, the book is a good introduction to the
American denominational panorama u seen
through one man's sympathetic eyes. Noteworthy is Spence's assertion in his foreword:
'The history of religions in America tends
to support a thesis that as rapidly u groups
merge, new divisions develop."
11. EAsTBRN O1.TH0DOXY

Th• Onhodox Ch11rt:h: lls P1111 ,,,,,J Its

Roi• ;,.rtl'o,U
1h• (L'SzUs•
Tou,

o,1ho-

tlox1: hi•r •I 1111jo11rtl'h•iJ. By John Meyendodf; translated by John Chapin. New York:
Pantheon Books, c. 1962. xii and 244 paaes.
Cloth. $4.50. Of Russian parenrqe, the
French-born author is professor of chwch
history and pauistics at St. Vladimir's Seminary, New York. His mildly polemic book
succinctly reviews the story of Eastern Christianity from aposrolic times to the present,
provides a 50-pqe overview of the w.rious
Eastern Orthodox bodies today, and in the
last tw0 chaprers relates Eastern Orthodox
faith, spirituality and ecclesiology to those
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of othu Christian denominations, notably
in connection with the Ecumenical Movement (which MC)•endorff views with considerable reserve). Excellent as Meyendor.fFs
presentation is when he writes as a spokesman for Eastern Orthodoxy, he oversimplifies the situation in other communions. Thus
for him Western Christianity consists of
Roman Catholicism and an unrealistically
homogeneous "Protestantism." Non-E:utern
Orthodox Christians, however, will read his
work for the li&}it it sheds on Meyendor.fFs
denomination, not on their own.

have a richer devotional life than most other
American Protestants and have an elaborate doctrinlll system; but their te11ching adheres t00 rigidly to the ide:is of their founder,
Martin Luther, to meet the more complex
problems of modern times" (p. 160). Interesting appendices set forth the Orthodox
attitude on the limits of the church and intercommunion and toward Anglican orders;
describe the Fellowship of St. Alb:in and
St. Sergius, and comment on tr11ining centers for ecumenical work.

Or1hotlo,c Bnco1mt•r:
• Tho Christi11n &sl
1111,l. th•
Af.0110-111 111. Bi• Nicholas
Bc11m•niul
Zernov. London: James Clarke and Co., c.
1961. xiii and 200 pages. Paper. 10/6.
Orlhotlo,c Bt1co11nln is the product of 40
years of conmcr between Zernov, Spalding
Lecturer in Eastern Orthodox Culture at
Oxford and a disciple of Sergei Bulgakov in
the conviction that "the Eucharist is the
source of Christian unity (p. xii), and
Western, primarily Anslican, Christians. In
it Zernov ( 1 ) compares and contrasts Eastern and Western approaches to Christianity
and (2) discusses ways and means of achieving 11D end that he sees u both necessary and
urgent, the reconciliation of the East and
the West. When he sets forth his Russian
Orthodox view of the divided church and
of the breach between Rome and Constantinople; or when he desaibes Eastern Orthodoxy's organization, missionary work, sacramental life, doctrine, and attitude lOWlll'd
the church 11Dd the relation of Eastern Orthodoxy to the Ecumenical Movement 11Dd to
Ansl.icanism; or again when he discusses the
Orthodox undentllDding of the way to reconciliation, be speaks from personal experience
11Dd makes valuable contributions to the
reader's knowledge. When he speaks in
areas where his experience is more limited,
however, be may deliver himself of opinions
like this: "In some respect the [North Americ:an] LutberllDs resemble the Baptists. They

gin anrl D 0VtJlofm1
o
n1 of the &stem Orlho-

& stem Chrisltmdom
,: A

S1Nrl1 of tho Ori-

dox ChNrch. By Nicholas Zernov. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1961. 326
pages, plus 48 pages of pfates. Cloth. $7.S0.
The genetic appr011ch justifies the inclusion
of this work in the Putnam ( in England,
Wiedenfeld and Nicolson ) Histo,, of R•ligio11 series, but this is more than a mere
history. Zernov takes in the entire Orthodox scene in this book. The first nine chapters - about two thirds of the book - cover
the ground from the split between the church
and Israel in the first century to the time of
testing and uial in the 20th. The fast four
depict Orthodoxy's faith and docrrine, her
worship and s:icraments, the church in the
life of the individual Orthodox Christian,
and the sacred art of the Christian East. His
conclusion is guardedly optimistic; long separated, the Christian East and the ChristillD
West are together capable of solving the
problems of contemporary mankind. "No
balanced system of Christian docrrine, no
effective action, is possible without the reintegration of Christendom. Christianity is
a universal religion, and no single branch of
the Christian community, however powerful,
can present its message convincingly in
isolation from the rest. Sectarianism is the
greatest enemy of Christian progress and its
cure is reconciliation between the Christi11D
East 11Dd West. Their separation was the
major catastrophe in ChristillD history, their
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reunion iJ likely to be one of its greatest
triumphs" (p. 300). The illustrations are
admirable; two maps a.ad excellent bibliographical notes, plus a sood though not infallible index, add to the usability of the
book. Although Zcrnov himself iJ Russiaoboro aod Russian-eduated, he is studiedly
impartial in his desaiprioo of non-Russian
Orthodoxy and of the separated "schismatic"
Eastern communions. This iJ one of the best
general books on Eastern Orthodoxy io
Ens}ish.

Th• Grcalt:Orlhotlox Gttholic Ch11rch. By
Demeuios J. Conscantclos. South Amboy,
N . J.: South Amboy Publishing Co., c. 1962.
32 pages. Pape
r.
Price not given. Recommended as "excellent" by Greek Orthodox
Archbishop Iakovos, this popular exposition
of Eastern Orthodoxy iJ a reprint of ao article which appeared in the June 1961 issue
of the Christit111
Herald.
Constantelos is on
the faculty of Rutgers University.
IJI. ROMAN CATHOLICISM
lf.mcrit:1111, C111holirim
a , 11ntl Ihaa I111 ll e11111l
lJc11l. Edited by Frank L Christ and Gerard
E. Sherry. New York: Appleton-CenruryCrofts, c. 1961. uv and 318 pages. Paper.
$2.35. The awareness of the Amerian Roman Catholic intellectual of what has come
to be ailed his plight was greatly heightened
by John Tracy Ellis' provocative address
without
"American CatholiciJm and the Intellectual
Life" before the 1955 meeting of the Catholic Commission on lntellecrual and Cultural
AJfairs at St. Louis. Amons other effects,
stimulated
this
it
volume, in which the
editors have assembled some 150 statements
of Roman Catholic theologiam, prelates,
popes, and specialiJts lay and clerical - and
even ao occasional non-Roman Catholic
commen1ator-with a view to providins
"materials for ao ezploration of the histmicontemporary dimensions
al and
of the
American [Roman] Catholic intelleaual
ideal" BiJhop John Wright of Pittsburgh
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describes their work as ao effort "to present
the image of the Church which will be attractive to thoughtful outsiders and a source
of proper edification to those within the
household of the Faith, particularly those
who, enamored of the Word of God, rejoice
that the authentic spirit of His Church delights in the words of human u well as
divine wisdom. The compilers are obviously
cager to dispel any lingering notions, within
or outside the fold, that the flock of Christ
are expected to resemble sheep by any attitude of apathy toward intellectual activity or
unchristian indifference to ideas." Roman
Catholics are nor the only ones whose performance sometimes suffers from an occlusion of their ideal. There arc quite enough
common assumptions between Roman Catholics and Lutherans to make all of these pages
inrcresrins and most of them uncomfortably
srimulating for modern heirs of the movement that began in a university and that
subsequently has sometimes been more than
jusr a little embarrassed by its cradle.

AfoJn,., Ctlholic Thi,,l,ns: 11.,.11.111holo17,
Edired by A. Robert Caponigri. London:
Burns and Oates, c. 1960. xvi and 636 pages.
Cloth. 63/-. For anyone who still believes
that the Roman Catholic Church iJ a theologically monolithic suucrurc in which each
rheologial voice is bur an· echo of another,
ltfotl• rn Ctlholic Thi,,l,ns, dedicated (a fact
not
own sipi.fic:ance) to Presiits
dent Theodore M. Hesburgh of the University of Notre Dame, will be a thoroughly
disillusionizing experience. Here iJ a dazzling array of 20th-century Roman Catholic
thiokers of the first order - individuals like
Ham Urs von Balthaar, Martin D'Aicy,
Louis Lavelle, Gabriel Marcel, Karl Rahocr,
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Emmanuel
Mouoier, Henri de Lubac, Philip Hughes,
Yves Cougar, Joseph Jungmano, Luigi
Srwzo, Jacques and Raisa Maricaio, John
Courtney Murray, Jean Daoi~lou, Romano
Guardini, ChriJtopher Dawson, Stiame Gil-
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son, Josef Pieper, Sigrid Undset, and Louis
Bouyer discuss God, man, the church, the
political order, history, religion and culture,
and witness. All but three of the 38 essa1•s
have been previously published, most of
them in the 19S0s. Foreign language essays
have
and some of the articles
have received editorial attention prior to recredness
printing. These chapters are not designed
ro
be read for relaxation. They exhibit the
Roman Catholic thinker laboring seriously
in the tension between sonlirtt CNm eeel11si11
and the ideal of free intellectual activit)• on
issues of un.iveral Christian significance.

entations.) Mielke discusses the rel:i.tionship
of "Protestantism" (with strong Westminster
Confession overtones) to Judaism, Eastern
Orthodoxy, and Roman Catholicism; justification through faith as the basis of salvation; the priesthood of all believers understood as the right to come directly to God;
the primary authority of the Bible; the •·
of every vocation; the church and
public education; the roomge of the "certain
inalienable rights" of Americans in "Protestantism"; and the dynamism of "Protestantism."

Tins ls Pro111s1n1ism. By Arthur W.
Mielke. Westwood, N. J.: Fleming H. llevell
Company, c. 1961. 127 pages. Half linen.
$2.S0. Mielke is an ecumenical-minded
and
docuine unites
articulate Presbyterian minister of Syracuse,
N. Y., who stands approximately in the middle of his denomination's theological specuum. This stance colors the contents of this
book, whose nine chapters were originally
delivered under
auspices
the
of the Syracuse
Area Council of Churches over WHEN, the
local Columbia Broadcasting System outlet.
(Whether one asrces wholly with Mielke or
not, WHEN deserves kudos for displaying
an unusual desree of courage in airing these
&auk and more than a little polemical pres-

related them to the "makin,s" as well as the
"unmaking" of church union - the corollary
conviction is establishing itself that more
than
the churches. In defense
of the latter thesis, Lee, a knowledgeable
member of the faculty of Union Seminary in
New York, reapplies the insights of H. Richard Niebuhr's Thtt Sot:illl So11rt:11s of Dmomin•lion•lism. He bolds that the reduction of
class differences in the American sociocultural matrixconverted
bas
a factor which in disunity
contributed
theChristians
past
to
American
inro a factor which
encourages unity. In Part I he describes this
changing sociocultural mauix. In Part II he
discusses the development of various forms

Tho Sot:i•l So,m;es of ChNrt:h U11i1,: A11
How 1h11 C•lholit: ChNrt:h ls Govern,tl ln111rpr,t11tion of Unilivo ltfove111enls in
(Wi11 di• Kirt:htt r11gier1 wirtl). By Heinrich Prolesla1llism.
Amerit:1111
By Robert Lee.
Scharp; translated by Annelise Derrick. New New York: Abingdon Press, c. 1960. 238
York: Herder and Herder, c. 1960. 168 pages. Cloth. $4.S0. At least some observers
pages. Cloth. $2.9S. Translated from the of the American religious scene have long
fourth German edition (19:54), this is been disturbed by an osuichlike conviction
a good guide ro the efficient ecclesiastical which some theolosians exhibit, to the effect
bureaucracy that functions within the walls that both unity and disunity among Chrisof Vatican City, with chapters devoted to tians are matters purely of theological agreethe college of cardinals, the papal consis- ment or disagreement. Gradually the realizatories, the procedure
death
at the
of a pope tion has spread that "more than docuine
and the election of his successor, the con- divides the churches," to quote the tide of
gregations, the uibunals, the offices, the a famed tract on nontheolo,sical factors in
court, and the pope's daily life.
Christian disunity. Somewhat more belatedly
-even though Sperry's famed 1937 Faith
IV. PROTESTANTISM
and Order paper on nontheolo,sical factors
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of unity in American life and their social on the decisive characteristia of the Geneva
sources; the emergence of a "common-core Catechism, the Zurich Consensus, the GalliProtestantism," uends toward denominational can Confession of the Huguenots, the Scotmergers and reunions (with the mersers in tish Confession, the Belgic Confession, the
American Lutheranism and the coming-into- Second Helvetic Confession, and the Heidelbeiag of the United Church of Christ as case berg Catechism; and on the outlines of a Rehistories), the conciliar movement, local formed confessional dogmatics,
articleswith
community-centered churches, and the comity on God, man, Christ, election, the Holy
process. Ia Pan III Lee evaluates the evidence Spirit, faith, the church, the Word of God,
apiast his thesis apparently represented by the sacraments, church orders, Christian bedeaomiaatioaalism, sectarianism, fundamen- havior, and the last things (the order is
talism, and the Southern Baptist Convention. itself significant! ) • A five-page fourth part
Lee's book is a competent study by recapitulates
a percomparisons of the respecthe
ceptive sociologist of religion. One may not tive contents of the Lutheran symbols and
be too impressedthewith
evidential charthe Reformed confessions that Jacobs bu
of an ex-Southern Baptist serving as sprinkled through the whole work. This is
the president of an Jllinois congreg:ition of a book which will interest every Lutheran
The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod; who is following the progress of the current
one may at times be tempted to see the posl conversations in this country between Luhoe ergo principle opemting; one may wish theran and Presbyterian-Reformed theolothat certain important areas - notably reli- gians. Some American Presbyterian or Regious radio and television - had been more formed publisher should do us all a service
extensively explored; one may contest the by puuing out an English version of this
weight that Lee gives or docs not give to work.
certain data. But on balance this is a good
V. ANGLICANISM
book; Lutheran theologians, administrators,
TbtJ Tbir1,-Ni11• A.rlieks Rnis•tl. By C.
planners, and pastors will do well not to B. Moss. London: A. R. Mowbray and Co.,
ignore it.
c. 1961. 37 pages. Paper. 2/6. The Angli-

can attitude toward the Thirty-Nine Articles
is admimbly illustrated in this brochure. On
Kreis Moers: Neukirchener Verlag, 1959. the odd-numbered right-band pases we have
139 pages. Paper. Cloth, DM 13.80; paper, the text of the articles in modernized EngDM 11.25. The omission of a definite ar- lish; on the corresponding left-hand pases
ticle before the first word of the tide is we have Moss's commena and proposals for
deliberate; Jacobs stresses that while it is revision. Articles 13, 17, 29, and 35 he
possible to write 1btJ theology of the Lu- omits altogether; more or less in their place the
new articles
he
on
B. V. M. (she
theran symbols as Brunstid and Schlink have proposes
done, this is impossible in the case of the is rightly called IIHololtos, but "we are not
Reformed confessions. Jacobs should know; required to believe aa,rhins about her that
he is not only the editor of R•/ormml• is not plainly recorded in Holy Scriprure"),
BdM11lllissum/lM IIIUl Kirehorn11t11n the Anglican Communion (purely descrip(1949) but also the ortli1lllrilu for Re- tive), the Roman See (aac:iendy this see
formed theolosr at the University of Miin- received first place because it wu in the imsrer. The 23 chapters of this perceptive and perial capital, it bu no authority over any
book are distributed over three Anglican province or diocese, and there is
iasuuctlve
the confessions
para: On
u phenomeaon; no evidence that Christ ever gave St. Peter

Tb•olo1• rt1/ort11ml,r B•ltnt1111issebri/lM

;,. Gn,,ulziign,. By Paul Jacobs. Neukirchen
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permanent primacy, supremacy, or infallibility, or that he was ever bishop of Rome,
or that the bishops of Rome are his successors), and ordination (the rubric which precedes the ordinations services in the 1549
Book of Commo11 Prayer). Other significant
proposals include omission of the idea that
Christ reconciled the Father to us (Augsburg
Confession, Ill, 3, Latin) on the ground that
it is unscriptural (Article 2); reformulation
of the Pilioqt1e as "from the Father through
the Son" (Article 5); revision of the Augustinian formulation of the doctrine of original
sin to make it "more Scriptural and more
acceptable to modern Christians" (Article 9);
rewriting Article 10 ("Of Free Will") without reference to the story of Adam as if it
were historical; an addition to the original
Article 18 ( "Of Obtaining Eternal Salvation
Only by the Name of Christ") designed to
reflect Christ"s teaching and modern missionary methods; a wholly new article on the
church (originally Article 19) to express
Anglican ideas of order; a revision of the
statement on general councils ( the original
Article 21); an attribution of spiritual authority to "the duly elected and consecrated
bishops" in the original Article 23; a Statement about "the lesser sacraments, all of
which are in constant use among us" in the
original Article 25; a revision of the statement on Baptism to define its necessary matter and form, its outward and inward effect,
and the condition in connection with infant
Baptism that the candidates• parents and
guardians intend to bring them up in the
faith of the church; elimination of the word
"satisfaction" ( "which does not occur in the
New Testament") from Article 31 ( "Of the
One Oblation of Christ Finished upon the
Cross") ; and a more contemporary statement
of Article 3 7 ( "Of Church and State") and
Article 38 ( "Of Christian Men's Goods
Which Are Not Common"), the latter stressing the fact that all that we possess is a UUSt
from Goel for which we must give account.

lf.nglie11nisr11 ;,. Hislory 1111,l Today. By J.
W. C. Wand. London: Wiedenfeld and
Nicolson, c. 1961. xiv and 265 pages; plus
32 pages of plates. Cloth. 42/-. Sometime
archbishop of Brisbane, successively bishop
first of Bath and Wells and then of London,
and finally ( upon retirement from the lastnamed see) canon-treasurer of St. Paul's in
London, prolific church historian Wand was
an admirable choice for author of this fifth
volume to be published in the Wiedenfeld
and Nicolson (in the United States, Putnam)
History of Reli
g io11 series. Ang/ir;anism,
however, is less a denominational church
history than a genetically orpnized sketch
of Anglicanism as a denomination and communion. Four chapters on "organization"
cover the historical turning points, the
Anglican churches outside Britain, the four
emphases that mold Anglican faith ( comprehensiveness, continuity, Biblicism, and
nationalism), and the characteristia of the
Anglican way of life (humanism; moralism;
sober, sincere, and practical piety; the Book
of Common, P·raycr). Four more sketch the
development of thought ( the historic parties, High Church, Broad Church, and Evangelical; modern liberalism; the heyday of
Anglo-Catholicism after World War I; the
rise of ecumenism). Practical considerations
fill the last four chapters ( institutions and
societies from the S. P. C. K. to the Mothers'
Union and the Church Army; the rise of
religious communities during the past century; the sermon in Anglicanism; the parson
in his parish). A final survey-and-prospect
completes the book. Wand's at once urbane
and lively text and the admirable illustrations
give the non-Anglican an excellent eye on
Anglicanism from within.
VI. BAPTISTS
Gn•I Th•nies in Th•ology: s,.,i, P.pns
Pr.,,.,.erl for lf.mnir:tm &,plisl Th•ologiul
Confnn,r:.s. Edited by Lynn Leavenworth.
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Chia.go: The Judson Press, c. 1958. 219
pages. Cloth. $3.00. The increasing concern of Baptists with theology is reflected in
these seven essays drafted by American Baptist clergymen and theological professors io
connection with that denomination's 1956
regional theological conferences. The papers
- oo the Biblical basis of the Gospel, God
and the natural order, the eternal Son and
the incarnate Word, a Christian doctrine of
the essential nature of man, God's overcoming of sin through the atonement and justification, church order, and Christ and man's
hope- take account of traditional Baptist
positions in an elfort to synthesize them into
a basically supradenominational and ecumenical theology that maintains elements of
modern European Biblical theology in ten-

379

sioo with penisung American Protestant
liberal convictions.

The Sa.Iha,, &p1is1 Co1111e11lio1t 184,
lo 19,3. By William Wright Barnes. Nashville, Tenn.: Broadmao Press, c. 1954. x and
329 pases. Cloth. $3.75. The first relatively
comprehensive book-length historical account
of the Southern Baptist Convention is more
a chronicle than it is a critical history, but
it provides a coherent and documented picture of the convention's growth from a few
hundred thousand members in 1845 to the
third-largest Christian body in this country.
Apart from the "Landmark controversy"
about ecclesiology io the 18501 and the
Gospel Mission issue near the end of the
century, theological concerns arc in general
passed over.
AllmUll CARL PIBPXORN

BOOK NOTES

H11b,01us lo Rtlflclalio11: New T11stamon1
l·11t,odttelio11. By Donald Guthrie. Chicago:

Inter-Varsity Press, 1962. 302 pages. Cloth.
$4.95. This introduction to Hebrews, the
General Episdes, and the Apocalypse takes a
knowledgeable critical approach, with frequent citation of Continental discussions.

Tb11 P11,il•11s: Ji S0Mre11bool, of Thu,
Writings. Edited by Perry Miller and
Thomas H. Johnson. New York: Harper and
Row, 1963. lxviii and 831 pages; twO vols.
Paper. $2.75 a vol. This veritable model
of a historical anthology came out in
one volume - for the first time in 1938.
Samuel Eliot Morison, the prestigious Harvard historian, regards it as "the best selection ever made of Puritan literature."
A stimulating 79-pase general introduction
on 'The Purim.a Way of Life" and 'The
Purim.as as Literary Artists" is followed by
extended readings
generalcovering in
the
125-ycar span from 1625-1750. History;
the theory of the Slate and of society; this
world and the next; manners, customs, and
behavior; biography and letters; poetry;
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literary theory; education; and science are illustrated in this excellent anthology. Each
section has an admirable introduction of its
own. For this paperback edition the editors
have brought the bibliographies ( 83 closely
printed pases) up to date.

D•"'•

,nuJ Philosoph, (D•11l11 111 u t,hilosopbi11). By Etienne Gilson; translated by

David Moore. New York: Harper and Row,
1936. xi and 338 pages. Paper. $1.75.
This brilliant introduction to a great poet of
the past by a great scholar of the present first
came out in English dress in 1949 under
the title D•11l11 1h11 Philosopb11r. Except for
the title, this is an unaltered reissue of the
1949 edition. 'To read Dante is a joy. To
write about him is a pleuure," ays Gilson.
To read Gilson writing about Dante is both
a joy and a pleasure.

1963 y,-1,ool, of Tl# Jf.-,,;u,, lAl•Edited by William Lanen and

Cl,11,d,.

Shirley A. led.in. Minneapolis: Augsburg
Publishing House, c. 1962. 368 pqes.
Paper. $1.25. This annual gives an excellent
picture of the body that has resulted from
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the merger of the American Lutheran Church,
the EvaD,!;Clical Lutheran Church, and the
United Evangelical Lutheran Church. There
arc the usual rosters of church and district
officials and boards; clergy lists of the ten
affiliated churches in China, Colombia, Formosa, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Madagascar,
New Guinea, Southern Africa, and Mexico;
lists of missionaries in Brazil, Cameroons,
Ethiopia, Nigeria, and Tanganyika; seminary
and college faculry dircct0rics; directories of
church staff workers, Christian day schools
( in 16 states and 1 Canadian province),
kindergartens, social services, and English
language Lutheran churches in Europe; a
congregational directory with essential statistia and summaries; portraits of the 1962
seminary graduates; a clergy directory; and
a necrology. A supplement contains parallel
information about the Lutheran Free Church,
which has voted for, and is now in the
process of, organic union with The American Lutheran Church.
Th• S1,uggl• of th• So11l. By Lewis Joseph
Sherrill. New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1963. 223 pages. Paper. $1.45. 'This
book," says Union Theological Seminary's
Sherrill, "is an attempt to trace the religious
development of the individual through the
ordinary crises of common life from infancy
to old age. • • • The guiding thread • • • is
•• ,,.,,11mic s•lf 11s ii nco11n,.,s Gotl Ill th•
r,11riom s111g•s of h11m11n lif•.n Pint published in 1951, it is here reissued u a paperback without alteration of content.
A Sharl Histor, of R•ligions. By E. E.
Kellett. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1962.
605 pages. Paper. Sl.65. Kellett (1864 to
1950), an OJ::ford-trained poet, humorist,
and historian who spent most of his life
ll'llcbing in public schools ( of the English
kind) at Cardiff and Cambridge, published
this necessarily summary volume 30 years
qo. The work, reissued here without alterations, shows its age. Its scope is limited to
c:omemporary
West,
religions, East and
and

the religions of the classic world. Kellett'•
prose is lively and highly readable, and there
is not a single item of documentation ( even
for his more irritating assertions and innuendoes) or of bibliography from start to
finish. His standpoint, while in no sense objective, can be described basically u uncommitted and relatively impartial. The book's
usefulness does not go beyond general orientation.

R•ligious Lllngt111ga:i An Bmpiriul Pl11c ng
of Thaologie11l Phras•s. By Ian T. Ramsey.
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1963, 221
pages. Paper. $1.45. Ramsey is professor
of the philosophy of the Christian religion
at Oxford. This book, first published in 1957
and reissued without alteration, embodies a
series of lectures at Universiry College, Cardiff. Ramsey endeavors to show "how the
concern of contemporary philosophy with
language has implications for tbeology." He
holds that "far from being necessarily irreligious, logical empiricism provides us with
a tool which can be of the greatest service
to theology, making possible between philosophy and theology not only a new cooperation, but a new venture altogether."
Th• Grul Diflor"1. By Clive Staples
Lewis. New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1963. 128 pages. Paper. 95 cents. First
published in 1946, Tho Gr•111 Dir1ore• is a
powerful and immensely skillful fantasy that
ranks with Th• Ser.wtllf1• C..IIBs and Pilgrim's R•gr•ss. The thesis that Lewis defends
so shrewdly and so engagingly is a simple
one: "If we insist on keeping Hell ( or even
earth) we shall not see Heaven; if we accept Heaven we shall not be able to retain
even the smallest and most intimate souvenirs of Hell."
Th• So#r"1S of R•ligiollS lnsighl. By
Josiah Royce. New York: Charles Scribner's
Som [1963). x and 297 pages. Paper.
Sl.65. Neo-Hegelian idealist Royce ( 1855
to 1916), William James' successor at Harvard and in his day one of America's leading
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philosophen, first published Th• So•re•s of the fint in a new series of occasional papen
R•li1io11s l11si1h1, one of his major works, on upecrs of Biblical, systematic, and liturgiin 1912.
cal theology published under the tide Co,it•mPorar, S111tliu ;,, Th•oloi,. Seeking to
011r P11i1h ( Uns•r Gl1111b•:Bir,• ehrisllieh•
U11urw•is11111). By Emil Brunner; translated help "the clergy and the laity in the smdy
by John W . Rilling. New York: Charles of the Passion," the Archbishop of CanterScribner's Sons [1963]. iv and 1S3 pages. bury describes ( in Adam of St. Victor's
Paper. $1.2S. First published in German in words) both the th•11111 1•r,•r•l• of all four
193S and in English translation in 1936, accounts of the Passion and the sfl•eilll• sly/;
this popularly written theological interprem.- pri11ilagi11m of each of the four with elotion of the "great, difficult, strange words quence and scholarship. "We read the acof the Bible [in] the famili:ir language of counts with more profit," says the Primate
daily life" furnishes a good survey of the of All England, "if we give thought to their
thought of irs distinguished author. This distinctive characteristics and to the process
unaltered reissue after 27 )'C:US thus ac- by which they came to be written."
quires special significance at a time when
Th• Christian Y•11r:Pr•yn-Bool, CoU.,11
there is a marked resurgence of interest in for
E11sry S11nd111 """ Holy D•y of th•
Brunner in this country. Its popularity is Ch11rch's Y•ar with 1!.pisll•s
Gosfl•ls •ntl
111
attested by the fact that,
in addition to the
tl by J. B. Phillips. Edired by H. W.
Translat•
English version, translations into French, Dobson. New York: The Macmillan ComMagyar, Japanese, Danish, Dutch, Czech, pany, 1963. 312 pages. Paper. $1.4S. The
Swedish, Italian, Spanish, Korean, Indo- London edirion of this helpful compilation
nesian, Norwegian, 01inese, and Thai have came out in 1961; this is the first American
also appeared.
edition. It provides for each of the 92 SunChristia11i" Among tha Raligio11s of th• days, feasts, and furs of the English rite, the
World. By Arnold Toynbee. New York: collect for the day from the B111lish Bool,
Charles Scribner's Sons [1963]. x and 116 of Common Pr•yar, plus the Epistle and the
pages. Paper. $1.2S. In this paperback the Gospel of that rire in Phillips' lively ttanl·
author's 19,S Hewett Lectures are repro- lation, followed by roughly a page of comduced as they were originally published in mentary by Dobson, the whole designed to
19'7. Without advocating or anticipating provide a basis for meditation on the propen
a syncretistic coalescence of "the historic of the day prior to attending divine service.
higher religions" into a single religion, There are enough agreements between the
Toynbee asks if, in the face of the formidable Pra1•r Boo/, and the Lutheran rite for this
and evil opposition of communism and volume to have real, if necessarily limited,
nationalism, "the higher religions ought not value for a Lutheran; a Lutheran edition,
now to stand together in preaching the which would take cognizance of the variasupremely important negative belief [that tions in our rite in both days and texts, u
man is not the highest spiritual presence in well u of the fact that the Lutheran rite bu
the universe] that is common to them all," completer sea of propen than the Pmressince "only humility can save mankind from tantizing thrust of the English Reformation
desuoying himself."
finally permitted the pared-down Pr.,,r
TIH N""llliws of 11:M P111siotl. By Michael Boal, rite m retain, would haTC much to
Ramsey. Westminster, Md.: The Canterbury commend ir. Dobson is edicorial secretary
Press (London: A. R. Mowbray and Co.), of the Church of England Board of Educa1962. Paper. 26 pases. SS cena. Thia is tion Children's Council
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Tb. P1111or•l l!t,istks in the N ew Bnglish
Memoirs of Childhootl
Yo11th. By AlBible. By C. K. Barrett. New York: Oxford bert Schweitzer; translated by C. T. Campion.
Univcrsiry Press. c. 1963. x and 151 pages. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1963. 124
Cloth. $2.50.
pages. Paper. 95 cents.
School
Tb.
of Pr11ycr: A G1tid.c 10 •Growth
SNr11•yi11g 1be Hisloriul Books. By Joseph
;,,, th• Pr•aie of Pr11yer. B)• Olive Wyon. M. Gctt)•s. Richmond, Va.: John Knox
New York: The Macmillan Co., c. 1963. 192 Press, c. 1963.3 pages.
16
Paper.
$2.00.
pages. Paper. 95 cents.
igion
R
T e11,hi11,g
s
th
e Hi loriul Books. By Joseph
M. Gcrrys. Richmond, Va.: John Knox
G11iu: Tllh•re Psyeholog1 1111tl el
Af•el. By David Bclgum. Englewood Cliffs, Press, c. 1963. 63 pages. Paper. $1.25.
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, c. 1963. xii and 148
Tr11th 11nd the
on Pers in Christian Theolpages. Cloth. $3.95.
og1, By Hugh Vernon White. New York:
Tb. Id•• of• Se,11/a Soei•"1 1111tl Its Sig- Oxford Universiry Press, c. 1963. xii and
nifiunu for Chris1i11,rs. By 0. L Munby. 240 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
New York: Oxford Universiry Press, c. 1963.
The Y11tiean Co,meil, 1869-1870. By
91 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
Cuthbert Buder. Westminster
, Md.:
The
By Karl
P11ssi-on.
A. Olsson. New York: Newman Press, c. 1962. 510 pages. Cloth,
Harper and Row, c. 1963. 124 pages. Cloth. $5,95; paper, $1.95.
$2.75.
m ieal Slttd.ics
Bc11m
;,, Worship. Vol. 11:
• • • 11,11l Mohllm,utl isl s•in Proph•I. By Hol, Week: A Sharl History. By J. Gordon
Emanuel Kellerhals. Stuttgart: Evangelischer Davies. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press,
Missiomvcrla& c. 1961. 255 pages. Cloth. c. 1963. 82 pages. Paper. $1.75.
vin•.
and
DM 14.80. .
entifiutio,i:
ltl
Hsm11n
Di
By
W•hmissio• ;,. obm•Riseh• r Zeil By Kenneth J. Foreman. Richmond, Va.: John
Gerhard Brennecke. Stuttgart: Evangelischer Knox Press, c. 1963. 160 pages. Cloth.
h:i Chronologiull:,
I11tc,t,,
- d.
cd,
Missiomverla& c. 1961. 336 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
ed
OM 15.80.
l sa 11
A.rr11ng
Tr1111s
A•einl Chrisli•n Wriurs. Vol. 31: S11i,rl l11t •11d
e1c By Elmer A. Leslie.
Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, c. 1963.
John Chr,soslo•,
I,111,.,,;ons.
S.,,lism•l
by Paul W. Harkins. Westmin- 288 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
ster, Md.: The Newman Press, c.1963. vi
Lexil!on de, chrislliehen Kirche11 1111,l, Sekand 375 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
Zeit•ltor
d•s
leR.
By Johannes
Griindler. Basel: Herder
G,11,bi,bt•
,., }Nun;,,,
T•l- Verlag, 1961. 933 pages, two volumes.
en
"'"" in dn T11g 110n Ro• 11,rt/, B,unz. Cloth. Price nor given.
By Michael Avi-Yonab. Berlin: Walter de
P,-, Like This-Pr-, with S1.P1111l. By
Gruyrer, c. 1962. xvi and 290 pages. Cloth. Leonard Sheil. Boston: Daughters of Saint
OM 38.00.
Paul, c. 1963. 330 pages. Cloth, $4.00;
Gngorii N1ssni Ot,er•. Volume V: In paper, $3.00.
by Jirsuichi
l,uaip1ioas Pslll•""""• ;,,, Se,ct11mEdited
Pul,,,.•
~" Muuoka
Rel,,tion.s: Prob/#n,s ntl Th•o,,.
•I ;,. &eksilu,.,. Hom;J;.e. Edited by Jacoand Presron
bus McDonough and Paul Alexander. Lei- Valien. Chapel Hill, N. C.: Universiry of
Press, c.x
and 290
den: E. J. Brill, 1962. x and 454 pages. North Carolina 1961.
pases. Cloth. $6.00.
Cloth. Guilden 65.00.
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D,spolism: A Pieloritll Histo,1 of T,,,.. uingLi
f o, Cbrisl. By Joseph C. McLelBy Dagobcrt D. Runes. New York: land. Richmond, VL: John Knox Pi:ess, c.
Philosophical Library, c. 1963. 269 pases. 1963. 109 pases. Paper. $1.SO.
Cloth. $12.SO.
Tho P,utor's Co•ns.li11g H1111tlboolt. By
Diaion11,, of lho Biblo. Edited by James James L Christensen. Westwood, N. J.:
Fleming H. Revell, c. 1963. x and 181
Hastinss, Frederick C. Grant, and H. H.
pages. Cloth. $3.9S.
Rowley. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
The Psalms of Si, Philip Silln111 "'"' 1h11
c. 1963. xx and 10S9 pages. Cloth. $1S.OO. Counlm
of Pombrolt11. Edited by J . C. A.
Th11 Doarine of P•ilh in tho Roig• of Rathmell. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday
Har, VIII. By D. B. Knox. London: James and Company, c. 1963. nxviii and 362
Clarke and Co., c. 1961. x and 294 pages. pages. Paper. $1.4S.
Tho Seasons of Lil• (Lis s11isons ti• 14
Cloth. 18/ 6.
11i11). By Paul Tournier; translated by John
H11 R eigns from the Cross. By Francisco
S. Gilmour. Richmond, VL: John Knox
Jose Gonzalez; translated from the Spanish Press, c. 1963. 63 pages. Cloth. $2.00.
by Adele Marie Lemon. Boston: Daughters
The English Ch•reh Po•rtn111b
;,. 1h11
of St. Paul, c. 1963. 117 pages. Cloth, $2.00;
n111ry. By W . A. Pantin. Notre Dame,
Co
paper, $1.00.
Ind.: University of Notte Dame Press, c.
Comompo,
a,1 Catholic Tho1'ght.
Edited 1963. xii and 292 pages. Paper. $1.9S.
by Barry Ulanov. New York: Sheed and
The Gontl
o PNritan: A Lil• of Bzr• Stil,s,
Ward, c. 1963. viii and 310 pages. Cloth. 1727-179,. By Edmund S. Morgan. New
$6.00.
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, c.
Toward a Thcolog1 of the La1m11,i. By 1962. xiv and 490 pages. Cloth. $10.00.
Tho H•r11es1 of M«liw11l Tht10lor,:
John D. Gerken. New York: Herder and
Herder, c. 1963. 1S2 pages. Cloth. $3.9S. Gabriel Biel "'"' LIiio M«linlll NomiNlism.
Christ 11,,,J Apollo. By William F. Lynch. By Heiko Augustinus Oberman. Cambridge,
New York: The New Amerimn Library, c. Mass.: Harvard University Pi:ess, c. 1963:
xvi and 49S pages. Cloth. $9.2S.
1960. 2S4 pages. Paper. 7S cents.
A Histo,, of R#ssi11. By Nicholas V.
Th11 Conf11ssions of SI. AwgNstino. TransRiasanovsky. New York: Oxford Univerlated by Rex Warner. New York: The New
sity Pi:ess, c. 1963. xviii and 711 pages.
American Library, c. 1963. 3SO pages.
cenrs.
Cloth. $IO.SO.
Paper. 7S
Edited
The Af,111., Plt,11 of B,,_,,lis•. By RobDi11 Diuebo.
by Hans Lietzmann. ert E. Coleman. Wilmore, Ky.: Asbury
Berlin: Walter de Gruyter Verlag, 1962. 16 Theological Seminary, c. 1963. 163 pases.
pages. Paper. DM l.SO.
Paper. 9S cents.
Tb11 Blom11n1s of Cbristi•n Philosophy. By
M11rnor, •ntl Tr111U1io11 ;,. lsr11,l. By BreEtienne Gilson. New York: The New Amer- vard S. Childs. Naperville, IIL: Alec R.
ican Library, 1960. 380 pages. Paper.
Allenson, Inc., c. 1962. 96 pases. Paper.
cents.
$2.00.
Th11 Gr1111lts. Edited by Hugh Lloyd-Jones.
N11lsot1's Bibl4 Co••1111""1, Volume 6:
Cleveland: The World Publishing Co., c. Mdllhllw-Aus. By Frederick C. Grant. :New
1962. xii and 262 pages. Cloth. $4.SO.
York: Thomas Nellon and Som, c. 1962.
Thll Bibi.: Wo,tl of Gotl in Wo,J.s of Sl8 pases. Cloth. $S.OO.
Tuchi111s of Tibtlllltlf Yo111. Translated by
Afn (Z.. Bibi.: t,,,,ol4 h•fflllillt1 el m11111g11
tl11 Di.•). By Jean Levie, trans. S. H. Treman. Garma C. C. Chans, New Hyde Park, N. Y.:
New York: P. J. Kenedy and Sons, 1962. University Books, Inc., c. 1963. 128 pqa.
Cloth. $S.OO.
x and 323 pages. Cloth. $7.SO.
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Tr11et11le S.IM Afni'11. Edited by I. Epstein. Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1962. 127
London: The Soncino Press, 1962. 480 pages. Paper. DM 9.80.
pages. Cloth. $17.50.
The Ghetto
m, :
Con/liels
G11
R11ei11l
i•
Th• Lost Y ,.,, Iha
of ]osNs
By Dennis Clark. New York:
City.. By Charles
Francis Potter. Revised cdidon. New Hyde Sheed and Ward, c. 1962. 245 pages. Cloth.
Park, N. Y.: University Books, Inc., c. 1963. $4.00.
160 pases. Cloth. $5.00.
Di• Gro11zeri
a. arJ. romisehKireh•
n11eh
Le
Th, Bmpiriul Theology of ltatholisehor
H anry. N,lson
hr By Wolfgang
Vandenhocc:k
DietzfeleWi mn Edited by Robert W. Brctall. New binger. Gottingen:
und Ru229 Paper.
DM 24.00.
York: The Macmillan Co., c. 1963. xx and precht, 1962.pages.
423 pases- Cloth. $8.50.
The lde11, of the ChNreh. By B. C. Buder.
Th, Pri11rs in M, Ji,1111l
A
Pr11neo:
C11t11- Balti{llore: Helicon Press, c. 1962. xvi and
log11• of Pr, neh /tfendiu111 Co,111on1s, 1200 236 pages. Cloth. $4.95.
lo 1,,0. By Richard W. Emery. New York:
Bapti
sm. By Martin E. Marty. PhiladelColumbia University Press, c. 1962. xx and phia: Muhlenberg Press, c. 1962. xi and
130 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
61 pages. Cloth. $1.00.
Th, C11r•n of John Collon: PNrilanism
Bxperienee.The Challenga 10 Reunion:
rl,,
l uSer Th• Blau
e 11ntl 1h Ammun
By Larzer
Propos
11 ,,
111i11y. Edited by Robert
ZiJI. Princet0n, N. J.: Princeton University McAfee Brown and David H. Scott. New
Press, c. 1962. xii and 280 pages. Cloth. York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., c. 1963. viii
$6.00.
and 292 pages. Cloth. $6.50.
Kirehenviln, K•nn •nil Konzilim. By
The ChNrehos
Mental ,11,rl
He
11/1h. By
Helmut Echternach. Gottingen: Vanden- Richard V. McCann. New York: Basic
hoec:k und Ruprecht, 1962. 232 pages. Books Publishing Co., c. 1962. x and 278
Cloth, DM 16.80; paper, DM 12.80.
pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Ow Lilli•g Bibu. By Michael Avi-Yonah
The Co11.flie1 m
Balw•
oPagani
PoNrlh
antl ChrisCe s,11
and Emil G. Kraeling. New
y York: McGraw- ti1111i1 ;,, th
mn,y. Edited by ArHill, c. 1962. 384 pases. Cloth. $15.00.
naldo Momigliano. New York: Oxford UniTh• Ps,eholog1 of Chrislum Bxp,riHee. versity Press, c. 1963. 222 pages. Cloth.
By W. Curry Mavis. Grand Rapids: Z.Onder- $5.60.
van Publishing House, c. 1963. 155 pages.
Die Farben
All,11im
Tes111men1. By RoCloth. $3.00.
land Gradwohl. Berlin: Verlag Alfred
Th• R •ligio11sRn11iss 1111e• of th• Ger- Topelmann, 1963. xiv and 116 pages. Paper.
""'" H11,,.,,,.isls. By Lewis W. Spitz. Cam- DM 20.00.
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, c.
The L,1u Heit/egger 11nrl Theoloi,.
1963. xii and 369 pages. Cloth. $7.75.
Edited by James M. Robinson and John B.
B,,,o,,,,m fllilh St,11,g•o• (Vom gml- Cobb. New York: Harper and Row, c. 1963.
liehn Retln: B•1•1•••g mil Sp11rg•on). xii and 212 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
By Helmut Thielicke; translated by John W.
Th• Ship 111111 R•laletl
the S,mbols ;,.
Doberstein. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, N • w Teslllmnl. By Earle Hilgert. Assen,
c. 1963. x and 283 pages. Cloth. $4.75.
Netherlands: Royal Vangorcum, Ltd., c.
ChrislUltl Bll•utw• for lh• Loul Ch11reh. 1962. 158 pases. Paper. Price not given.
By K W. Byrne. Grand Rapids: Z.Ondervan
Der 1,llllilions1•sehieh1li,h• Hinur,rllflll
Publishing House, c. 1963. 355
pages.
elisehM
Gmeh1sr,u11.
tin p,oph
By EberCloth. $5.95.
hard von Waldow. Berlin: Verlag Alfred 1963.
Paper
56 pqes.
DM
Chrimu ,,,ul tli• Kireh• in romiseh-lllllho- Topelmann, c.
liseh.r Sieb1. By Pritz Viering. Gottin&en: 20.00.
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A MAP TO

BURIED
TREASURE

"Some people devote much time and
energy in search of buried treasure. They
may have vague or incomplete information
regarding the location of some deposit of
old wealth. If only they knew exactly
where to dig or where to dive into the
sea! Often literary nuggets of gold and
sparkling gems of information also lie
buried in periodicals and magazines. Theological articles of the past have not escaped a similar fate of submersion into
oblivion. Some of the readers of the Concordia Theological Monthly may have a
faint recollection of an excellent treatise
on a given topic or Bible verse that appeared within the 30-odd years since the
first issue of this journal. Others may be
totally unaware that a reliable answer to
a question of theology or a very useful
treatise on a passage of Scripture can be
dug up from a volume of the CTM standing on their shelf or available from a library such as that of Concordia Seminary
at St. Louis. This index to the first 30 volumes of the CTM is a map to such buried
treasure. Now everyone can find out
where to dig to unearth much bidden
gold." - Walter R. Roehrs, Managing
Editor, Concordia Theological Monthly.
The Index to Concordia Tbeological
Monthly was compiled by Theodore E.
Allwardt. It includes indexes by subject,
author; Scripture, homiletic, Hebrew and
Greek. 169 pages. $3.00. Order No.
15111890.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol34/iss1/38

Under the auspices of the Family Life
Committee, Dr. Feucht prepared Ministry
to FamWes as a handbook tying in with
the chapters of Helping Families Through
the Church. As a guide to help the con.gregation develop its own family life education services, Ministry to '.li'amQles will
help you see the strategic nature of working with families, examine various areas
of service, and then show you how to use
existing agencies and groups in helping
families.
As Prof. Harry G. Coiner states it in the
preface: "A primary theological and practical question which has always faced the
church has been: how shall the great revealed truths of the Christian faith find
reality in the lives and actions of God's
people in the place where they are? It is
our hope and prayer that Mbdmy to
Families may become the means in the
hands of many by which they may build
a bridge between the great theological realities of God at work in His people and
the family circle where life in Christ becomes an experience which glorifies God
in all things."
Ministry to li'amQles will be invaluable to
you and your dimcton of ieligious education, family life committees, teachers
and leaden of children, youth, adults, u
well as many other program planning
boards and committees.
96 pages. 5%X7.V... Paper. $1.00. Older

No.14Ul2U.
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NEW FROM CONCORDIA
GOD
AND OUR
PARISH

PROCLAIMING
THE

Edited 1,y

by
Martin H. Scharlemama

PARABLES

Roland Seboldt
This is a unique book in its field! In it
you'll find hundreds of prayers, collects,
Bible readings, hymns, prayer topics, and
ideas for meditations. Such a worship resource book offers every committee chairman a wide variety of ideas to draw upon
to help him carry out the worship aspects
of his committee function. Major areas
are: pastoral, education, administration,
choir, women in the church, youth, and
~ and family. Each of these major
areas ts broken down for many specific
committees where such worship resources
are needed. 320 pages. 5% XI. $5.00.
Order No. 15U1888.

THE
CONCORDIA
BIBlE
DICFIONARY

Every minister of the Word becomes
deeply involved constantly with sowing tho
seed of the Word through the teachings
of the parables. In this volume Dr. Scharlemann explains that Christ used parables
to instruct His followers, to obscure His
enemies, and to arouse curiosity among
casual hearers. He treats five of the parables in great detail. They include: The
Seed Growing Secretly, The Barren Fig
Tree, The Two Sons, The Unjust 1udge,
The Unjust Manager. Each of these five
parables is divided into textual, exegetical,
and homiletical studies. Sermon outlines
complete the individual studies and can bo
used either as a summary or as an actual
working tool for preaching. 94 ,....
5%X8. $1.75. Order No.1202212.

WHICH
IS
BEING
INTERPRETED

1,y
Erwin L. Lueker
Handy paperback dictionary with 12 pages
of colorful Oxford Bible maps and 6,300
entries. Many refmences to both KJV
and RSV. Includes a by to abbreviations
and symbols, is cross-referenced, contains
Greek and Hebmw, and also a by to prommciation. 114 pap1. 5~X8%. $1.95.
Order No.1ZU2213.

by

George W. Gaertner
and neo. DeLaney
The authors are Lutheran missionaries to
the deaf and have compiled this new dictionary principally for use by the deaf.
It includes material on subjects not included in many Bible helps. Although
~ many words for everyday usage,
it 11 primarily a Bible-oriented dictkmaly
and includes a great 11U1DJ Bible refmenc:el.
$1.50. Order No.14Ul283.
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